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Corewell Beaumont Workers Ratify Contract

Workers are celebrating wage gains after ratifying a 1-year contract extension 
with Corewell Beaumont hospitals. 

Financial relief couldn’t come soon enough for workers who have put their lives on the line 
during the pandemic. Workers at Trenton, Taylor. and Wayne ratified a 1-year contract that 
provides them with significant raises and adds Martin Luther King Jr. Day as a holiday. 

When Beaumont raised its minimum wage in 2021, many workers with seniority earning 
just above $15/hour were left out. This created an imbalance in wages which consequently 
made worker retention difficult. Now workers who were previously left out will receive the 
compensation they deserved before this new contract was negotiated. 

Negotiations on a full 3-year contract will resume later in the year. Meanwhile, workers will 
get immediate relief from inflation in this contract, which also increases shift differentials, and 
provides a ratification bonus. 

Over the next year, workers will have the opportunity to strategize and plan their contract 
priorities as Corewell evolves further following its merger. It’s a great opportunity for our 
Union to organize together so that we can earn the strongest possible contract! 

Workers win raises, add MLK holiday
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Just-In-Time Production is not good in hospitals

Ascension staffing model fails workers

Ascension Health uses a version of ‘just-in-time’ (JIT) production to their staffing model in hospitals --- and 
it is not good. JIT is used in factories to staff to the minimum, keep no inventory and then use temporary or 
contingent staff when demand increases.

In contract negotiations at Ascension Providence Rochester Hospital (APRH), a key issue that is emerging 
is the overuse of contingent and agency staff in order to allow the hospital to staff to the minimum and then 
flex up with contingent staff when patient census increases and then flex back down to the minimum when 
the need declines - all in the name of reducing labor costs.

The problem is that JIT both undermines good full-time jobs at the hospital and leaves the hospital ill-
prepared when a disaster or public health emergency happens. 

The problem is not unique to APRH, but an Ascension business strategy. According to the New York Times:

“As recently as 2019, Ascension was trumpeting its success at reducing its number of employees per 
occupied bed…. At one point [Ascension] executives boasted to their peers about how they slashed $500 
million from the chain’s labor costs. In the years before the pandemic, they routinely refused requests 
to hire more … workers or fill open jobs, according to current and former hospital administrators and 
employees.

Ascensions and its executives have powerful incentives to be as profitable as possible. The more money the 
chain makes, the more executives get paid.” (New York Times 12/15/2022)

We are the watchdogs to hold Ascension accountable to good full-time jobs with good pay and benefits. We 
are holding Ascension accountable to provide quality patient care and service. And that’s what we are doing 
at the bargaining table.

What Ascension workers are saying: 

“This JIT business practice isn’t working for our 
hospital when it comes to safe staffing levels. A strong 
healthcare system is supposed to be built in a way that 
allows us to take care of our community whether it be 
in our worst hour or on our best day. 

Rather than Ascension relying on JIT through 
overdependence on contingent and call-in workers, we 
need them to focus on providing livable wages for full 
and part-time workers. By doing that, we’ll increase 
staffing levels to the place where we need them to be so 
we can provide the necessary type of help and service 
that our community deserves.” 

-Alison Taplin, Steward at Ascension Rochester 



Trinity Grand Haven Joins SEIU
185 hospital workers vote to affiliate with SEIU

Following the acquisition of North Ottawa Community Health System by Trinity Health, about 185 
hospital workers have voted to affiliate with SEIU in a unit that includes Diagnostic Imaging Techs, 
Lab Assistants and Technologists, Housekeepers, Dietary Workers, Social Workers, and many others. 
The affiliation followed a successful bargaining campaign at Trinity Health Muskegon which resulted in 
historic improvements to their wages and working conditions for workers. 

“SEIU gives us the choice to work together with our administration and provide exceptional services 
for our patients and our community. Our voices will be heard. People will see and understand the high 
level of commitment, dedication and caring that we have to make our health system thrive for our 
community.

The opportunity to improve wages, staffing issues and get back to being the hospital in West Michigan 
that people want to work at. A workplace that we are proud to be a part of. All of this is because of the 
amazing opportunity to grow and strengthen our union with SEIU.” 

-Union Vice President Ricky Kauffman

Trinity Hospital leaders from three bargaining units work to solve 
staffing and other workplace issues



Join the fight! 
Unionsforall@seiuhealthcaremi.org 
www.seiuhealthcaremi.org 
facebook.com/SEIUHCMI 
Twitter: @SEIUHCMI

Scan QR CODE to  
become a member

Nurses propose solutions to end the staffing crisis

mclaren Rn’s launch safe staffing campaign

McLaren nurses are demanding the changes they need 
in their workplace for safe staffing and better working 
conditions. 

Over 30 RNs attended an Emergency Staffing Meeting in 
January, speaking up loud and clear that admitting patients 
and filling beds at all costs without having the nurses to care 
for them is unsafe for nurses and patients.

McLaren, who pays their CEO over $7 million per year and 
their top 9 executives about $19 million combined, has tried to 
blame nurses for the situation and circumstances present. But 
Nurses have been undeterred, sending a list of demands that will help ease the crisis in the hospital. 
Safe staffing begins with increasing pay and shift incentives, offering retention bonuses, and ending 
the practice of physician orders which take RNs away from bedside nursing. 

Michigan Union Strong Committee (MUST) Convenes to plan Union’s Future

Dozens of Union leaders gathered in January to kick 
off the first meeting of the MUST committee, a group 
of member leaders who will help chart the Union’s 
path back to self-governance. Together, members 
will develop a new vision for SEIU Healthcare 
Michigan that includes a new set of bylaws, a local-
wide organizing and representational strategy to 
help build our membership, and a political plan that 
leads with our issues. 

Do you have a grievance or grievance question?  
Contact the Member Resource Center!  

313-963-3847 ext. 4321 or mrc@seiuhealthcaremi.org


